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The General English Section is an important section of GATE and various PSUs’ entrance tests. The book is 

designed to test the candidate’s understanding of English and workmanlike use of words. It is unique in 

the way that it provides concrete content review for the test as well as strategies for tackling the tricky 

questions.

Features of this book :
Strategies and tricks on how to understand evaluate and manipulate Comprehension Passages  

and Vocabulary. You’ll be able to articulate the passage in your own words. 

Techniques to eliminate 3 wrong choices con�dently even if you can’t fully comprehend a question  

or a passage. 

Gist of ten types of grammar errors and help you develop a strong sense of both grammar and the  

conventions of English language. 

Keywords searching tips to �nd what you need to look for when you are answering the questions.  

You will not waste time re-reading the whole passage. Techniques to locate facts, trace an author’s 

line of logic, and map the structure of a passage.  

This book briefs you on the di�erent aspects of Grammar, Vocabulary-in-context and Reading  

comprehension questions giving you key tips on how to tackle these important types of 

questions. 

Made Easy book on General English o�ers you enough material for a year-long study program as  

well as for a short duration preparation module so that you don’t have to settle for last-minute 

cram sessions. Pace yourself as you work your way through the wealth of practice exercises 

designed for you. 

It contains high-frequency word list, incorporating vocabulary from various exam of last 10 years’  

papers. 

Practice questions with explained answers to prepare you for the spotting the errors, sentence  

completion and reading comprehension questions. Practice exercises have been organized 

according to level of di�culty with dozens of clear, helpful pointers and several new questions 

modelled closely on questions appearing in various exams.

MADE EASY   Book on General English takes you through the very basics of General English to the 

toughest questions that might be tested in GATE and PSUs papers. 

This latest edition of Made Easy Book on General English is a sign of MadeEasy’s on-going commitment 

to make this book India’s outstanding guide for various competitive exams. It has bene�ted from the 

dedicated labours of the editorial sta� of Made Easy, and from the research and writing skills of our 

authors. We are greatly indebted to them. 

We wish you all the best for your preparation!!!

Preface



1. The book is divided in Units which deal with particular problems coming under 

one category so start your preparation in the same order.

2. Every Section has been divided into Chapters covering di�erent topics from that 

particular segment.

3. Once you have completed a particular chapter; do the practice exercises given in 

it and then take the tests. Analyse your score and re-read the questions that you 

went wrong with.

4. Once you have completed all the units and feel con�dent about taking model 

papers then you can con�dently attempt the �ve mock papers provided at the 

end of the book.

5. Take full advantage of the questions from the previous years papers which have 

been discussed in every chapter. Understand the paper pattern and trends of 

exam.

6. Once again revise the fundamentals before your exam.
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